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wo wonderful words that let you know you are
about to share in something special! Perhaps it’s a
special birthday, an anniversary or a baby shower –
or just maybe it’s the big celebration of a wedding. Lots of
couples have decided to make it official over the holidays,
and we wish them the most sincere congratulations.
Now comes the joyful task of planning the big events.
Whether your upcoming party or weddings will be full
of blow-out affairs or small simple gatherings, you want
every detail perfect. To help you, The Journal presents our
Weddings and Special Occasions Guide. You will find lots
of interesting stories like historic places to say I do, find
valuable information on how to make love endure and
what to bring to an event, along with the new wedding
trends during the time of quarantine. There are sweet
stories about your neighbors’ weddings and celebrations
and a flowery piece on special occasion bouquets. There’s
even a taste of the exotic as we explore the grandest of
celebrations: Indian weddings.
Each is meant to inform you and make you smile! So
settle back and get ready to see all the sweet, wonderful
ways people are marking the moments of their lives.

Simones Jewelry
Cups and Cakes

122 E. River Rd. in Rumson
732-842-8080
denise@cupsandcakesrumson.com
On Facebook and Instagram @cupsandcakesrumson
Regular hours are 8 am to 3 pm
Cups and Cakes began with a humble start, serving muffins,
scones and coffee. Soon, this treasured destination nestled close
to the Navesink River expanded its menu to begin offering custom
cakes, pies, soups and sandwiches, along with a juice and smoothies bar. Denise Kelleher, owner extraordinaire, is celebrating the
10th year of Cups and Cakes and working with brides. Her first
priority when planning a wedding cake is a phone or email consultation to get the basics of the bride’s wishes. Then, she is happy
to provide a complimentary tasting of the different flavors and fillings. “I encourage the brides to have pictures and mood boards of
what they like. Then we make suggestions based on what we have
done for other brides or we can duplicate the look they are trying
to achieve from their pictures or mood boards," she said.
Once the mood for the cake is discussed, Denise and her staff
bring it to life. Her creations have been a feature at countless weddings and occasions. Book your meeting and have Denise and her
crew make your confectionery dreams come true!
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661 Broad St., Suite 2 in Shrewsbury
732-389-9041
SimonesJewerly.com
Simones Jewelry is a family-owned jewelry store that started in November
1990. Now, they thank everyone as they celebrate their 30th anniversary. Since moving the store to its new location, owner Brian Mclean says, “This store is what I’ve
envisioned all along. This location feels like home.” With a larger space, Simones can
provide a much greater selection of the unique designs that established them as a
premier jeweler in Monmouth County for the past 30 years.
If you are looking for a diamond engagement ring selected using their international connections in Antwerp or locally sourced, Simones is the store for you. With a
team of professionals to guide you and listen to your needs, you’ll find that piece of
jewelry that you will treasure for years to come. Let them assist you through the process with education and choice to develop an engagement ring that will represent
your special love. Custom design is just another facet of how they collaborate with
you to create exactly what your heart envisioned.
Wedding bands can be created to give the perfect fit for your engagement ring.
Whether you are looking to stack several thin wedding bands or create just one perfect match, Simones Jewelry is happy to help make your choices. You’ll also find a big
selection and many options for his wedding band as well. Traditional or contemporary metals are all available.
Simones Jewelry has created an atmosphere that is like walking into your
friends’ home – easy, comfortable and welcoming. Stop by today and find out what
good customer service really is and why so many of Simones’ customers are repeat
customers! They will also be happy to set up a virtual shopping experience for you.
Simones Jewelry is always available online at SimonesJewelry.com.

Do it

E

Better :

very successful event planner carries an event kit with items to
handle just about any emergency. Even if you are planning your
own event – large or small – it helps to have these things at the
ready, instead of wasting time looking for them when needed. An
event kit is especially important if you are hosting at a venue away from
your home or office.
The first list below contains suggestions for the basics; the rest are
designed for specific events. After determining what you actually need
to bring, find an appropriate, easy-to-carry container. It can be as simple
as a sturdy tote bag or covered plastic box.
Professional event planners often use a canvas tool bag or professional makeup box, as
well as an expandable folding cart or collapsible dolly.
At the event, consider carrying a small
cross-shoulder bag or hip pack for the
most-needed supplies, as well as your cell
phone. If you carry a clipboard, look for one
with an attached supply box.
Your event kit does not need full-size bottles or boxes of these products; travel sizes
are convenient, or use sandwich bags to hold
small amounts. Just make it a habit after every event – or before the next one – to check
supplies to see if any need to be restocked.
Here are some of the basics: scissors;
assorted rolls of tape (transparent, masking,
no-residue duct, gaffer) for easy fixes; cardstock paper, pen and/or permanent markers
for quick signs; stapler; paper clips, binder
clips and Post-Its; wire, twine or zip ties for
quick attachments; safety pins; basic tools
like a multi-head screwdriver, wrench and
small hammer; assorted Command hooks;
small flashlight; batteries; phone chargers;
extension cord and surge strip; box cutter or
pocket knife; glue gun; and measuring tape.
Personal essentials can include: first aid
kit; moleskin bandages for blistered feet; pain
relievers for headaches and sore muscles; antihistamine for allergic reactions; antacids for
upset stomachs; hand sanitizer; stain stick;
and baby wipes. Bring bottled water, energy
bars, nuts or other easy-to-eat snacks, and
some hard candy in case of low blood sugar.
For outdoor events, add sunscreen and bug
spray. Dryer sheets also repel bees and wasps
from an area.

Creating an ‘Emergency
Kit’ for Special Events
BY JOYCE VENEZIA SUSS
For weddings and other special events such as bar/bat mitzvahs and
sweet 16s, bring tissues; sewing kit; double-sided fabric tape; lint roller;
hairspray; nail polish remover pads; contact solution; cotton swabs and
pads; spray deodorants for men and women; dental floss; breath mints; portable, unbreakable mirror; anti-static spray; bobby pins and hair ties; oil absorbing sheets for faces; nail clippers and nail file; tweezers; lots more safety
pins as well as straight pins; roll of thin white ribbon; assorted feminine
products; and hand lotion. Each member of the wedding party should bring
their own makeup for touch-ups. Bonus tips: white chalk is good to cover
spills on white wedding gowns, and some guests appreciate ear plugs!
For corporate events, pack all of the basics plus these: backup USB flash
drives; foldable tabletop easels and a collapsible floor easel; acrylic frames
in various sizes; work gloves and/or plastic gloves; roll of Velcro; locks and
metal cables if you need to secure valuable items. Other options include a
portable wireless network and a portable printer.
For any event, the most important items are not inside your kit. Be sure
to bring your patience – and a smile!

122 East River Road
Rumson, NJ

There will still be cake!

732-842-8080 • denise@cupsandcakesrumson.com
cupsandcakesrumson.com  
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Monmouth County Residents ‘Stay the Course’
and Plan Safe Celebrations
BY CLAUDIA M. GREENHUT

W

hile many are rescheduling milestone celebrations
amidst COVID-19 restrictions, there are a few creative and committed individuals who have some
advice for the rest of us. I recently talked to a Rumson mom,
who pulled off a vintage car-themed bar mitzvah on her lawn
in November, complete with a 17-car parade. I also spoke
with a Belford couple, who held an intimate wedding in their
yard with 11 of their closest family members and friends. My
conversations with these Monmouth County residents foster
hope that a fun, creative and safe party is possible. All you
need is a little imagination, flexibility and a Plan B.
Robyn Etzler was determined to create a memorable
celebration for her son Harrison’s bar mitzvah. The original
vintage-car themed bash was planned for April at Asbury
Lanes but was canceled during the first peak of COVID-19. Etzler rescheduled the celebration for November with a vintage
car-themed party on her front lawn, with a rotation of eight of
Harrison’s friends every 30 minutes. Masks were required.
Harrison developed a love for cars when he was a todMarissa and Joe Cameron, of Belford, hosted an intimate backyard wedding this July.
dler. Today, he has an extensive diecast model collection of
in Rumson with Harrison’s immediate family. Friends and family watched
40 cars, thanks to gifts from his grandmother. In order to keep Harrison’s
virtually and sent selfies and congratulatory videos during the ceremony.
car theme alive, Etzler contacted the Antique Motoring Club of Monmouth
Etzler said having a contingency plan is key to party planning during these
County, which led a vintage, 17-car parade. Jersey City food truck Glazed
times. Having a Plan B can help prepare you for unexpected pivots. For
and Confused provided hot, made-to-order mini donuts. The truck served
example, she purchased tents at Dick’s to prepare for rain and planned to
hot chocolate and apple cider and offered five different types of donuts,
buy donuts locally if the food truck plan went awry.
including Salted Caramel Pretzel, French Toast, S’mores, Cookies n Cream
When asked why she didn’t reschedule the party until after COVID,
and Funfetti. Favors were custom-made sweatshirts that featured a license
Etzler
said Harrison had put in hours of studying leading up to the day.
plate on a Volkswagen Bus that read, “Vintage Ride 11.28” with Harrison’s
“We
made the decision not to change the actual bar mitzvah service
initials. They were displayed on a table that showcased Harrison’s diecast
date,
as
it
was important to stay the course.”
model collection.
Marissa
and Joe Cameron, of Belford, held a safe and successful July
Etzler hired Cart My
wedding
in
their
backyard.
Yard in Lincroft to create a
“We
didn’t
know
how long COVID would last and with everyone else
custom “Mazel Tov, Harripushing
their
weddings
back, we didn’t want to have to fight for venues
son” sign for the front lawn.
and
vendors
when
the
time
came,” Marissa said.
Earlier in the day, an intiOn
July
6,
the
couple
tied
the knot in their yard in an intimate outmate ceremony was held
door
celebration
with
11
of
their
family and friends. Red Bank barbeque
at Congregation B’nai Israel
eatery Local Smoke supplied the food, and Marissa and Joe sported custom masks that said “bride” and “groom.” With wedding vendors and
shops closed due to restrictions, Marissa purchased her gown on Amazon
and made centerpieces with fresh flowers and pots from Lowes. Their cake
was from Dixie Lee Bakery in Keansburg.
“It doesn’t matter that it may not be the wedding that you originally
planned or imagined,” she said. “You can still have an amazing dress, incredible photography or great music or whatever is most important to you.
And the little things that you forgo likely won’t matter once it’s all over
anyway. Prioritize the things that are most important to you.”
It seems that staying the course, having a contingency plan and prioritization are key to a successful and safe celebration these days. In fact,
this is good advice for anyone making it through COVID-19.
Harrison Etzler celebrated his bar mitzvah this November with a vintage car drive-by.
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661 Broad Street, Suite 2
Shrewsbury, NJ

732.389.9041
simonesjewelry.com

Is Your Communication Building
Resilience in Your Relationship?
SUBMITTED BY LIZ DEVINE HEWSON AND MARK LUND, OF TWIN LIGHTS COACHING

H

ow ready is your marriage to confront the inevitable storms
of life that will hit? Imagine you are a keeper of a lighthouse.
You’re being buffeted by massive waves. You’re not concerned;
the lighthouse is strong and steady. Storms will come. The waves of
the north Atlantic can sweep you out to sea – but they won’t. You have
maintained, fortified and cared for your lighthouse, so it stands strong
and resilient. Congratulations! You are here; you’ve survived all of the
challenges life has thrown at your marriage so far. Unfortunately, past
performance does not define future results. What you weathered previously may not be sustainable tomorrow. Ask yourself, “Have I invested in my marriage? Have I nurtured those specifics qualities required
to create a resilient marriage that lasts?”
Marriage is a beautiful experience; it is the foundation of your
family. This special relationship provides a source of love, support
and companionship. But just like any relationship, marriages are not
stress-free and take effort, attention and nurturing. Without proper
preparation, you will not be able to survive your relationship’s Superstorm Sandy. You need resilience!
Resilience is the ability to mentally and emotionally cope with
a crisis. Simply put, resilience exists in couples who develop capabilities that allow them to remain calm during crises and chaos. It’s the

ability to fall in love with each other’s imperfections and to move on from an
incident without long-term negative consequences. In fact, resilient couples
often find themselves stronger, more deeply connected after a crisis.
It’s easy to be kind and supportive when everything is going well in your
life. The reality is that in most every marriage, sometime after the wedding you
realize the “perfect” person you married is actually transforming back to their
real, imperfect self. The resilient marriage is built upon communication, appreciation and acceptance. This foundation gives you the opportunity to truly
trust, heal, grow and form a deeper connection in spite of life’s challenges.
Creating deeper connections and resiliency in relationships is a specialty of Dr. Mark and Liz. So many storms are worsened, and relationships
are challenged by miscommunication. Without attention to the detail of authentically communicating, you eventually wind up taking your partner for
granted, becoming roommates instead of lovers or simply existing in your
marriage. When neglected, even modest communication issues can become a cancer, destroying connection, trust and intimacy. Investing in your
marriage with marriage coaching is a simple and elegant way to develop the
critical components of resiliency in your marriage.
Much like investments, starting early and making small but consistent
deposits pays huge dividends. The good news is that we believe it’s never
too late to nurture your marriage.
TheJournalNJ.com | JANUARY 2021
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BOUQUETS OF LOVE

Harvesting Your Own Bouquets, Centerpieces and More

BY LORI DRAZ AND RACHEL WESTON OF THE SHREWSBURY GARDEN CLUB

A

sk gardeners what they ate at a wedflowers with a floral designer. The bride
ding and they’ll probably mutter, “Uh
should begin by sharing the style and feelchicken?” But ask the same group
ing she wants to create for her special day.
about the flowers, and you’re likely to get
Tell the designer your colors, any particular
a much more in-depth answer. A good garfavorite flowers and your budget. Sharing
dener loves to reminisce about the flowexamples of wedding flowers you like with
ers at their own wedding and the flowers
the florist will ensure you are on the same
they’ve seen at other weddings too.
page for the design.
The always helpful Rachel Weston and
“I want to personally deliver the bride's
the other members of the Shrewsbury Garbouquet and see their reaction,” Keller said.
den Club (SGC) were happy to share their
"Happy to say, I've never been disappointed
stories and make suggestions for those
and feel so happy when they say, ‘It's exactplanning their own big day in 2021.
ly what I wanted!’”
Weston begins, “Lucky for us, we have
You can also ask for help from a gardena florist in our ranks. Kathy Keller has been
er or garden club member, who are typically
a florist for over 30 years. Her floral designs
more than happy to assist. SGC member
have starred at many of our club members’
Nancy Schmaltz remembered collecting
family weddings over the years and at
wildflowers for club member Bobby Sturn’s
countless other customers of her beloved
son’s wedding and for another friend’s
and now closed Red Bank shop. Keller is still
daughter’s wedding.
sharing her talents part time at Craig Kiely
“The informality of smaller affairs makes
Designs, also in Red Bank. Examples of her
wildflowers an excellent option for 2021,”
gorgeous work can be found on her Faceshe said. “I like to add in snowy, airy Queen
book page, Keller Flower Studio.”
Anne’s Lace into wildflower bouquets. It
Emilee Carton's bridal shower
“I've made many a wedding bouquet,”
is often quite easy to forage along with
Keller said modestly. “The challenges of this
plumes of pampas grass and other materipast year have meant many brides and grooms have had to postpone their
als from road sides or properties that grant you access for some snipping.”
wedding or transition to having a small backyard event or a simple justice
She also suggests that you plan ahead and buy flower seeds
of the peace ceremony and pass on the wedding party altogether. Even
or bulbs now to grow into flowers you can cut for spring and summer.
with these challenges, bridal bouquets are still considered essential items
Easy to grow zinnias, cosmos and sunflowers come in a variety of colors.
and thanks to Mother Nature, beautiful fresh flowers continue to be a part
A reputable seed company, such as Burpee, has many options with wedof their special designs.”
ding-themed names such as White Wedding zinnias, Fragrant Wedding
Keller shares some expert advice to brides-to-be who are discussing
Bells lilies and a white echinacea, Marry Me.
When member Emilee Carton saw COVID-19 changing the wedding
plans for her family and friends, she couldn’t resist coming to the rescue.
She shopped local grocery stores for flowers, Facebook marketplace for
vases and craft stores for floral supplies. For her soon-to-be sister-in-law’s
shower in July, she created a collection of small glass bud vases filled with
blush colored blooms. In December, after a friend’s wedding was downsized from a restaurant reception with 30 guests to an intimate outdoor
wedding with 10 guests, Carton turned to her own yard and gathered armloads of evergreen boughs as a base. She purchased sprays of eucalyptus,
wax flower and roses to create the bride’s bouquet, boutonnières and several arrangements. “I really loved using things from my garden and trees.
It felt more special,” Carton said. ”This year so many more people have
gotten in better touch with the nature around them.”
It will be no surprise that roses are the most popular flower, whether
they
come from your own garden or the florist. Susan Berdahl recalled
Garden by Judy Bonanno
Marry Me Echinacea
holding baby’s breath and five yellow Peace roses from her mother’s garCourtesy of Burpee Seeds
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den at her wedding in 1978. “This hybrid tea rose has
blooms up to six inches and is very fragrant,” she said.
Nadia Nigro made her own wedding bouquet in
August 2002. It consisted of creamy white Virginia roses
and baby's breath purchased from a florist. The rest were
all plants from her garden. She had been interested in
the language of flowers. During the Victorian era, it was
common practice for flowers and herbs to be assigned a
meaning for their symbolism. Her bouquet was not only

Emilee Carton’s December wedding bouquet

pretty; it had a secret meaning being told by the
white roses (representing purity), gypsophila
(everlasting love), Queen Anne's lace (sanctuary),
white asters (patience) and English Ivy (fidelity).
As well as the herbs oregano (symbolizing joy),
rosemary (remembrance), basil (betrothal), sage
(domestic virtue), lemon balm (understanding)
and mint (warmth of feeling).
In 2018, Judy Bonanno enlisted the help of
Sue Berdahl and Therese Blake in the ambitious
undertaking of doing all the flowers except the
bouquets for her niece’s bridal shower, rehearsal and wedding held outdoors in Shrewsbury.
An arbor festooned with roses was an exquisite
backdrop. Another beautiful focal point from the
project was a multi-tiered fountain planted with
succulents. The sun-loving, low maintenance
plants could be put into place in spring and left
to grow for months while other, more pressing
wedding preparations are made.
Weston also left her bouquets to a florist
but took on creating the centerpieces for her
2007 wedding. “I used small houseplants and
moss from a neighbor’s yard and planted a terrarium garden for each table,” she said. “I wanted guests to have a living reminder of my special
day for years to come.”
No matter the scale or location, all weddings are beautiful and so are the flowers. The
most important advice from the SGC to anyone
planning a wedding this year is to remember to
stop and smell the flowers. Breath, smile and enjoy your special day.

Fragrant Wedding Bell Lillies
Courtesy of Burpee Seeds

White Wedding Zinnias
Courtesy of Burpee Seeds

ASK CASSIE
Dear Cassie: I am going to propose to my girlfriend. I’m curious –

what happens to the engagement ring if we don’t get married? Can I
get it back? – R.Z.

Dear R.Z.: Pursuant to New Jersey law, the gifting of an engagement ring
is called a “conditional gift.” What this means is that the giving of the gift is
conditioned on the fulfillment of a specific condition. In this case, the condition is marriage. Therefore, once the parties get married, the condition is
fulfilled, and the recipient of the ring is solely entitled to keep it.
The inverse is also true: if the condition is not fulfilled (meaning the
marriage does not take place), the person who gifted the ring is entitled to
have it returned.
This analysis is different from what occurs in a divorce matter when dividing gifts of personal property made between spouses during their marriage. These gifts are called “interspousal gifts.” In that analysis, there is no
condition to be fulfilled. Interspousal gifts are subject to equitable distribution. Interestingly, this rule applies to “upgraded” engagement rings pur-

chased during the marriage. In other words, these “upgraded” engagement
rings, acquired with marital funds during the marriage, are fair play in the
division of assets in the divorce.

Have a divorce and family law
question for Cassie? Submit your
question to admin@paonezaleski.
com for consideration in the next
edition of “Ask Cassie.”
Cassie Murphy is a divorce and
family law Partner with the Law
Offices of Paone, Zaleski & Murphy,
with offices in Red Bank and
Woodbridge.
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Celebration Trends in the Age of COVID-19
BY EMILY CHANG

2

020 was a difficult year filled with loss and
isolation, and if there’s one thing that has
gotten us through each hardship, it’s love.
As we welcome the new year, there is truly no
better way to celebrate than by spreading love
and cherishing our loved ones. Families all over
the world have come up with creative and innovative ideas to continue traditions of love, while
also staying safe.
Wedding Ideas
The new year symbolizes hope and prosperity, especially in terms of relationships. As
couples seek to tie the knot, many become
disheartened with the seemingly never-ending
threat of COVID-19. However, there are many
alternative wedding ideas that can make your
marriage even more memorable. Many couples have transformed canceled weddings into
makeshift ones, with socially distanced seating,
outdoor tailgates and car parades. Though this is
far from traditional and may not seem ideal, you
and your loved ones may find yourselves making even more enjoyable
and unique memories. After all, getting married in the midst of a pandemic truly shows resilience, an incredibly important trait in any relationship.
Personalized Masks
Whether you plan to honor a wedding, birthday, anniversary or any
other celebration of love, masks are a necessity. Especially in the winter
months when outdoor gatherings are difficult and uncomfortable, masks
are the only solution for a limited, in-person gathering. However, who said
masks had to be boring
and unfashionable?
Custom masks are available on many online
sites, allowing you to personalize with specific colors and patterns, or even
funny images and slogans.
For instance, wedding
masks that perfectly blend
with one’s suit/dress can
serve as a fashion statement, and “Mr.” and “Mrs.”
masks can further symbolize an official marriage.
Hilarious bachelorette masks are another
unique way to celebrate,
and even better, these
make for great Instagram
shots. Channel your cre-
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ativity and create a custom mask that perfectly fits your event and your
sense of humor.
Unique Invitations
Invitations are crucial for any event as you must assuage feelings of
fear by explaining how events will occur in a safe and responsible manner.
By abiding by the current social gathering regulations, you will create a
safe environment for all your guests to enjoy. You can also make the event
accessible online for those who can’t travel or don’t feel comfortable attending. For instance, livestream your celebration or post it on YouTube to
allow those not in attendance to still be a part of this special moment.
Furthermore, this invitation should not be boring! Like the masks,
customize your invitation in a funny or unique way to fit the current climate and send a smile to each of your guests.
Useful Favors
Favors typically consist of snacks and small gifts for your party
guests to take home. This year, you can stick to that theme while ensuring
the favors are safe and useful. Anyone would be delighted to get individually wrapped candy or other treats, and many small businesses or online
shops will allow you to create custom labels. Travel-sized hand sanitizer is another great option as well as masks in your wedding’s colors or
with your event’s theme displayed. Face coverings that match the feel of
the event but are generic enough will likely be used by your guests for
months to come.
While times are certainly difficult, they are not impossible. If 2020
taught us anything, it’s resilience and creativity, and we will use these
skills to create a happy and healthy new year. By continuing to spread
love to those we hold dear, our lives will remain fulfilled throughout
2021 and beyond.

Colts Neck Man Pulls Off Intimate Proposal
After Hawaii Trip is Canceled
BY JULIA MORTIMER

W

hile we were all experiencing the uncertainty of the
global pandemic, some were able to see through the
chaos and find positivity.
Nichole Grimaldi and Shane Maziekien, of Colts Neck, were
able to ride the wave of the unpredictability and still feel confident in committing to one another wholeheartedly.
Maziekien’s proposal plan was tainted when the romantic
trip to Hawaii he had planned was canceled. The scene has been
painted perfectly in his head: They would go on a scenic hike, he
would propose, she would say yes and the photos would be beautiful. It would be the moment they look back upon for years and
tear up reminiscing about. But with flights canceled and travel all
but halted, Maziekien reevaluated his priorities.
“I knew I was going to propose, whether or not we did it in
Hawaii,” he said. In the absence of a cross-country trip and scenic
beaches, he forged ahead with Plan B.
During a family trip, fatigued from the sun beating down
and having paddled miles on the Delaware River, Grimaldi and
Maziekien dragged their canoes ashore. As his girlfriend was
getting her bearings, rummaging through the canoe, Maziekien
began to explain all of the reasons he wanted to spend the rest of
his life with her. Grimaldi was in complete shock as the ring slid
onto her finger. Maziekien explained, “I didn't have any reservations about proposing. It was just a matter of place and time. I just
couldn't do it the way I initially wanted to.”
After they had their moment together, they joined the rest of
their family to share the news. Everyone was shocked, as laughs,
tears and congratulations were shared.
The pair anticipated the many obstacles that came with
planning a wedding during a pandemic. Fully prepared to have
the ceremony in two years, they were lucky to find a date in September 2021 at Waterloo Village in Sussex County. Grimaldi explained, “It was hard to find a date because everyone that had weddings

planned for this year were getting moved to the next.” They both expressed their gratitude and excitement for getting the date they wanted
at a beautiful location.
The wedding will be held on a Thursday, and as Grimaldi
explained, a lot of weddings will probably be held on weekdays
because it is so difficult to find a weekend date that is available.
“So many things are different in the planning due to the
pandemic,” she said. “I wasn't able to bring my bridesmaids to
my dress fittings or let them try on bridesmaid dresses.” Many
Google Docs have been created to get everyone on the same
page with dresses, color schemes and other technicalities.
With the curve balls 2020 has thrown, the couple explained
that they wouldn't be heartbroken if they had to move the date.
They jokingly added, “If worse comes to worst, we could just
elope.”
The pandemic did not put a damper on the happy couples'
future plans together. Weddings will be had and vows will be
shared, albeit a bit later than they planned.
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Discovering the Lavish and Meaningful
Traditions of an Indian Wedding
BY LORI DRAZ

T

here are few times in life when you can say, “This has it all” and truly
mean it. When it comes to an Indian wedding, that expression is just
the start. Indian weddings are among the most lavish affairs on the
planet. Steeped in ancient rituals, these multi-week affairs are an explosion of vibrant color, exotic sights and smells, mouthwatering food, dance
and pageantry. They are also enormous affairs, often hosting guest lists
exceeding 700 invitees. Detail upon detail goes into every moment of
these weddings, from the flowers, the jewelry, the food and the fashions
– and there are plenty of wardrobe changes. Wedding planning begins
for many at the time a daughter is born. And the occasions carry equally
lavish price tags. In fact, many parents take out loans at the birth of their
children to have enough to prepare for these extraordinary celebrations.
If you are lucky enough to be on the guest list, do everything in your
power to attend. It will be an event you will not forget!
Indian weddings are Hindu, Sikh or Muslim celebrations. While
there are differences based on the religion and different regional areas,
there are many components which occur in all.
Shawna Gohel is the managing editor of Maharani Weddings Magazine. The company also operates MaharaniWeddings.com, a global resource guide for everything brides and their families need for the perfect
day. Gohel travels the country and abroad, training reception sites on how
to handle the special details of Indian weddings, and she kindly shared
her overview of the key parts of these celebrations. She also shared her
excitement about attending an Indian wedding.
“These are the biggest celebrations of a lifetime, and we want everyone to have the time of their lives. If you attend one, please mix, mingle,
eat, dance and speak to as many people as you can. We are a very inclusive
culture, and we want your memories to be as special as the family’s. Rest up
and get ready for non-stop
dancing, eating and fun.”
A typical Indian wedding starts with the Haldi.

Bridal couple. Courtesy of Peter Nguyen Studio
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Bride and guests dance at Sageet. Courtesy of Sarani Weddings

It then goes on to the Mehndi, Sangeet/Raas-Garba, and finally the ceremony and reception.
The Haldi takes place on the first day of the wedding events and the
color is yellow. It’s kind of a “spiritual spa day” for the couples. During the
ceremony, a turmeric paste, referred to as haldi in Hindi, is applied to face/
neck, arms, hands, knees and feet by the family members who offer blessings and songs to the couple. The haldi is believed to possess healing, purifying and beautification properties, and the paste supposedly brings good
luck and makes your skin glow.
The Mehndi is like the ultimate mani/pedi day. During this ceremony,
gifted Mehndi artists paint intricate designs on the hands, arm and feet
of the couple and occasionally their wedding party. Applying these complex designs takes time, so Mehndi parties have a relaxed vibe. You can
expect to see plenty of comfortable and exotic seating options, as well as a
variety of traditional Indian food to enjoy throughout the night. Superstition goes that the darker the Mehndi appears on the skin, the deeper the
relationship will be, so brides are encouraged to
relax while the pigments set. Another fun part is
that the Mehndi artist will often hide the name of
the groom in the intricate patterns and everyone
tries to find the hidden surprise.
Typically, a couple will have the Sangeet on
a Friday and the ceremony and reception on a
Saturday. It’s almost hard to believe that these
are back-to-back events as the Sangeet is a huge
affair complete with decor, food and festive Bollywood-style dancing. It’s like two full bridal receptions in two days. During the Sangeet, the bride
and groom’s family members perform highly
choreographed dances to wish the bride and
Baraat. Courtesy of Anna Wu Photography

Bride showing Mehndi and jewelry. Courtesy of Lara Rose Photography

groom well in their new life together.
The Raas-Garba are energetic and playful Gujarati folk dances
that everyone can participate in. You don't have to be a dancer; the other guests will teach you the basics. The steps are easy to learn and fun
to watch even if you're not the dancing type, but giving it a try is well
worth the effort.
The wedding ceremony is laced with numerous ritual traditions.
The ceremony begins with the Baraat, which is a celebratory wedding
procession for the groom. The elaborately dressed groom travels to his
bride’s family home riding an equally elaborately dressed white horse or
elephant, although some modern grooms arrive sitting atop a convertible. The groomsmen follow with much music and dancing. Along the
way, neighbors cheer on the procession. While it does not hold religious
significance, it is an important custom nonetheless.
Next, the couple begins the actual wedding. The bride, wearing
a breathtaking sari and spectacular jewelry enters. Bridal attire is frequently red as it is considered a most auspicious color, although some
brides choose other color combinations. She joins her groom under a
Mandap, a beautifully decorated canopy, similar to the chuppah seen in
Jewish weddings. The ceremony begins with a prayer to Ganesha, the
god of beginnings and good fortune and the remover of obstacles. The
ceremony continues with the Jai Mala. The couple exchanges large floral
garlands which represent the bride and groom symbolically saying, “You
belong to me, and I belong to you.”
Next, the most sacred part of the ceremony takes place around the
sacred fire called an agnikund, representing the presence of Agni, the
Hindu fire god. A Hindu marriage is a sacrament, not a contract, and the
sacrament cannot be completed without this fire.
First, the groom adorns the bride with a necklace of black and gold
beads called the Mangala Sutra. Then bride and groom's garments are
tied in a knot as they circle a fire called saptapadi. The couple circles the
sacred fire seven times, taking the seven steps known as Pheras to signify their bond. The seven Pheras steps are: Nourish each other; be each
other’s strength; prosper and stay faithful; love and respect for families;
care for children; live a healthy and peaceful life; and bond of friendship
and loyalty. The bride is seated on the left of the groom before the Pheras

and on the right after they are complete.
It is not customary for the bride and groom to kiss after the ceremony,
however, in the U.S. and other fusion weddings, the exchange of wedding
rings usually follows.
After completing these customs, South Indian couples participate in
the ritual of happiness. They shower each other with a mixture of rice, turmeric, saffron and even pearls to symbolize fertility, prosperity and happiness. Next, Sindoor, a red-orange powder, is applied to the bride's hair,
signifying she is a married woman. Finally, the couple is announced as
husband and wife.
And then the fun begins. Indian wedding receptions are some of the
most lavish affairs anywhere. There is non-stop dancing and music, and
the variety and quantity of foods are beyond imagination, but save some
room as the desserts are just as numerous.
If you are attending your first Indian wedding, here are a few things
to know. This will be unlike any other wedding you’ve ever attended. Don’t
be afraid you won’t understand. The guests are all happy to answer any
questions and get you into the spirit of things. Plan for a long day; Indian weddings last much longer than traditional weddings you’ve attended. Break out your most colorful outfit. This is not the time for cocktail
dresses and tuxedos. In fact, wearing black, white or red (which is often
reserved for the couple and their family) is discouraged. This is time for
bright greens and golds, hot pink and sunflower yellows. It is completely
appropriate – and fun – to wear a sari to the wedding, even if you are not
Indian. You do need to dress modestly though. No short skirts or plunging
necklines, and wear a scarf that you can cover your head with when needed. Don’t bring a boxed gift. Money is the appropriate gift, and be sure to
add a dollar to the amount, like, $301. Even numbers are unlucky. Check
before taking pictures. While you’re welcome and will want to take pictures all day, there are a few parts of the ceremony that are not meant for
photographs. You shouldn’t kiss the bride or groom, but you are welcome
to dance the night away with them. Book your hotel room early. With so
many guests, hotels often fill quickly. Do a little online research. Again,
we recommend MaharaniWeddings.com or pick up a copy of Maharani
Weddings Magazine. You will learn so much and the pictures are simply
breathtaking. Most importantly, surrender yourself to this experience and
have a wonderful time!

Jaimala. Courtesy of JSK Photography

Haldi ceremony
Courtesy of Anna Wu Photography
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Wedding Spots

T

here have always been some couples who prefer intimate ceremonies in noteworthy spaces, and given the current restrictions on
gathering sizes, that number has grown. Couples eager to take the
plunge are opting for all kinds of small celebrations in some creative
spaces, like backyards and boats. Many more are choosing locations with
historic roots. Somehow these treasures seem to share their blessings of
endurance and longevity with the happy couples.
There are many good choices. Most come with ample parking, spectacular photo backdrops and some even come with kitchen space that you
can use for small receptions. Ask lots of questions and remember that due
to the nature of historic properties, there may be limited access for those
with mobility issues as well as limitations on entertainment and seating.
One of the oldest locations now accepting wedding reservations
from non-members is Historic Christ Church in Shrewsbury. This true
historic jewel has been hosting simple and elegant weddings for the
past 250 years, and it’s so easy to find on the corner of Broad Street and
Sycamore Avenue.
Christ Church was designed by the prominent Colonial-era Philadelphia architect Robert Smith who also designed Nassau Hall in Princeton.
It is on both the State and National Registers of Historic Places.
As part of its 250-year anniversary, the church recently restored its
beautiful stained glass windows that add to the warm mood and draw the
eye to the unique, vaulted ceiling. In the center, visitors will also see an
authentic 18th century English-cut crystal chandelier which is identical to
one hanging in Philadelphia’s Independence Hall.
The nave is decorated in period colors of light yellow with white
trim, red aisle carpeting and a splash of blue at the altar.
Christ Church is also home to the oldest church pipe organ in Monmouth County, a circa 1879 Odell Pipe Organ. The space also has a piano
and choir loft which may be used by musicians during the service. You
can even arrange to have church’s main bell peal as to recess the church.
The church is fully
air-conditioned and heated and includes a handicapped ramp for accessibility. The neighboring
Parish House Library is
available as a changing
room for the bridal party,
and the Parish Hall may
be used for receptions.
Wedding
Coordinator
Noel Murgio and the staff
put their whole hearts
into the celebration, assisting with parking, pre
Christ Church in Shrewsbury
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Historic Village at Allaire

ceremony set-up, and they will even conduct historic tours for your guests between the wedding and reception. The church grounds are also home to the
Heritage Rose Garden, a lovely spot for pictures. To learn more, visit ChristChurchShrewsbury.org. To arrange a tour and ask more questions, call 732-7412220 or email the church office at christchurchshrewsbury@verizon.net.
Another charming historic spot is the Allaire Chapel located within the
Historic Village at Allaire. In its 180-year history, it has hosted more than
6,000 weddings.
The chapel was built in two parts. The first half was built in 1832, using
lumber which had been recycled from an old ship. By 1836, the community
had outgrown the original chapel, so members added an addition made with
new lumber, which doubled its size. The new addition also included a bell tower and steeple. It was added to the new section due to concerns that the old
half may not be able to handle the weight of the steeple and bell. The bell,
which couples are encouraged to ring, is the original that was cast right there in
the village in 1836. According to legend, James Allaire threw three solid gold
coins into the molten steel to ensure the bell would always ring pure and true.
This was originally an Episcopal chapel, and pastors were sent from Christ
Church in Shrewsbury. During the 1830s, Reverend Thomas Tanzer was the minister who also doubled as schoolmaster. When not in use for worship, the chapel
also served as village schoolhouse. All the children at Allaire were required to
attend school three days per week. In the 1830s, few people were educated and
public school as a concept wasn't in existence, so this was highly unusual and
a great gift Allaire gave to his employees. Many of the students shared their
education with their families, teaching their parents to read and write – a gift for
these working class people who were generally denied a basic an education.
The current restrictions allow only 30 people inside the chapel at a time.
In normal times, the space holds about 100, including the couple, any members of the wedding party, guests and any professional vendors.
Couples can bring their own officiant, musicians, florists, photographers,
etc. or they can ask for their list of vendors who are familiar with the property.
Rental of the chapel is also required for an outdoor wedding within the park as
the chapel is held available in case of inclement weather. Couples can rent the
chapel for affordable fees, starting at $700 or ask about their micro-wedding
package through which the park will coordinate an officiant and ceremony
musician for you and provide some basic chapel decorations. Couples have
90 minutes reserved inside the chapel, which includes setting up and disassembling decorations. The couple is also welcomed to use the grounds at the
park before and after their reserved time for pictures for as long as they want,
within the usual park operating hours, which vary by season.
To learn more, email info@allairevillage.org or call 732-919-3500, ext. 14.

